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by Nat Bodian (Publisher's Marketing Consultant)

The indefatigable Nat Bodian is a tireless correspondent, so when I hadn't heard from him in two months, I dropped him a hand-scrivelled note. It seems that he's been working on a new book. Here is an excerpt from it. —Yr. Ed.

Origin of America's First College Library and College Press


At his death in September 1638, John Harvard, a bachelor Puritan minister bequeathed his personal library of 260 books and half his estate (780 British pounds) to a seminar college in the wilderness at Newetowne in Massachusetts. The seminary had been established two years before, but was as yet unorganized. The event marked the founding of the first library in America.

The general court of the Colony Society of Massachusetts, mindful of John Harvard's generosity, ordered the just-organizing college to change its name to 'Harvard'. It also ordered the name of the college's locale to be changed from 'Newetowne' to 'Cambridge' to reflect the fact that most of the Colony's leaders had been educated at Cambridge University in England.

John Harvard's death coincided with the arrival in Massachusetts of the ship 'John' from London bearing the first printing press to reach British North America.

The press had been bought in London by the Reverent Jose Glover who died enroute while accompanying the press to Massachusetts. A locksmith, Stephen Daye, who had accompanied the press for the purpose of assembling it, subsequently placed the press in operation.

It came under the supervision of Harvard College when its first president, Henry Dunster, married the Widow Glover. The first printing press to begin publishing operations in North America thus also became the first college press in North America.

From 1638 to 1692, the press at Harvard College in Cambridge issued more than 200 books, pamphlets, and broadsides, including the famed Bay Psalm Book of 1640, the press's third publication, of which numerous copies still exist.

***

Note: By the outset of 1993, the Harvard library ranked among the five largest libraries in the world, and the largest university library in North America.

Library Bestsellers

Compiled by Lisa Pizzuti (Library School Student)

These books were circulated more than 20 times in the period which the Citadel Library here in Charleston, S.C., has had an automated system (June 1989). Left off of this list, were recreational (very popular) titles, reserve materials, and reference materials. HEY! Does anyone out there want to be the COLUMN EDITOR for Library Bestsellers? — Ed
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